Investment Banking Interview Guide: Course Outline

This is the condensed version of this outline. Click here for the full version.

The Investment Banking Interview Guide teaches you everything you need to know to land investment banking offers. Here’s the summary of what you get, and what the guide will do for you:

- **111+ pages** of instruction, diagrams, and screenshots that teach you the **concepts** – so you’re **not** just memorizing questions and answers.
- **127 pages** of detailed guidance on all “fit” questions and answers… you’ll learn the answers, but more importantly, you’ll learn **how to think about** them in the first place.
- **326+** interactive quiz questions and answers… so you can test yourself and ensure that you master all the concepts along the way instead of just reading passively.
- Over **500 interview questions & answers** – including 308 industry-specific questions & answers on financial institutions (FIG), real estate, and oil, gas & mining.
- **5 sample interview discussions** and **2 sample “deal discussions”** so that you can land IB and PE offers by telling great stories about the deals you’ve worked on.
- **15 “story” templates** you can modify and use to walk through your resume in interviews – regardless of what your background is – along with a video tutorial for each one.
- You receive **instant access** when you sign up because everything is **delivered online** – plus, free lifetime updates and support are included.

What Others Are Saying About the Interview Guide...

"I bought the interview guide sometime in December... and I have managed to land an offer at Goldman Sachs"

Read More Reviews from Investment Banking Interview Guide Users

www.BreakingIntoWallStreet.com
Investment Banking Interview Guide Highlights

Module 1: How to Tell Your Story
- In this module, you’ll learn the 5 key elements of your "story" for investment banking interviews, and you’ll learn what to say and what to avoid.
- You’ll also get 15 sample "story" templates for interviewees from different backgrounds – finance, non-finance, undergraduate, MBA-level, and then more specific situations such as moving from investment banking to private equity, going from the back office to the front office, law or liberal arts to finance, and more.
- In addition to the templates themselves, you’ll also get a video tutorial for each one that explains how to use and modify the template for use in your own interviews.

Module 2: How to Discuss Deals in Interviews
- This module will teach you how to properly discuss deals and transaction experience in investment banking interviews.
- You can listen to the sample deal discussions and audio clips here for sell-side and buy-side M&A deals, and then review the video critiques of each one.
- Although these discussions take place in the context of investment banking interviews, you can apply the same strategies to discussing your transaction experience in private equity, hedge fund, and corporate development interviews as well.

Module 3: Sample Investment Banking Interviews
- In this module, you’ll get to listen to examples of investment banking interviews with candidates from a variety of backgrounds – finance, non-finance, undergraduate, and MBA.
- In addition to learning how interview questions differ depending on your background and how to answer them appropriately, you can also review the video critique and analysis that accompanies each sample interview.
- While learning individual questions and answers is helpful, it’s no substitute for listening to real interviews and learning exactly what each person did correctly and what could use improvement – which is why we created this module.

Module 4: Questions, Answers, and Rules of Thumb
- 100+ pages of rules of thumb for the technical questions, along with detailed explanations and sample “good” answers for 127+ fit questions.
- 412+ technical questions and answers on accounting, valuation, merger models, and LBO models.
- 254+ industry-specific questions and answers on real estate and REITs, oil & gas and mining, and commercial banks and insurance.
- You’ll also get a Quick Start Guide and Interview Action Plan to get started preparing as quickly as possible – even if you only have 4 hours left before your interview.

Module 5: Excel Models and Video Tutorials
- You’ll get comprehensive practice with all the technical question topics that could come up in interviews with the sample Excel models and video tutorials in this module.
• Includes Excel models designed to help you answer questions on Accounting, Equity Value & Enterprise Value, Valuation & DCF, the Merger Model, and the LBO Model.
• Use these models and the video tutorials that go along with them in conjunction with the Rules of Thumb for all the technical topics, and refer to them as you move through the written technical guides.

Module 6: Interactive Quizzes
• Includes 326+ interactive quiz questions on all technical topics: Accounting, Equity Value & Enterprise Value, Valuation, the DCF, the Merger Model, and the LBO Model.
• Questions are split into Basic and Advanced levels, and you’ll receive your score on each quiz as soon as you finish taking it.
• You can also view the full answer keys and explanations for all the quizzes – for your reference when reviewing and preparing for interviews.

Our Promise to You...

✓ Get Immediate Access. The instant you sign up, you'll have immediate access to 127+ questions with model answers, 12 Interactive Quizzes, 5 Sample Interviews, 2 Sample “Deal Discussions” and much more.

✓ Unlimited, 365-Day Per Year Support. We have a team of experienced bankers standing by to respond to your questions, comments, and emails 365 days per year, for as long as you need.

✓ Money-Back Guarantee. Breaking Into Wall Street is the first and only interview prep / training program that comes with an unconditional 12-month money back guarantee.

✓ Test Yourself. After completing the full course material, you can test yourself and prepare for real interviews with our challenging interactive quizzes – these are harder than real interview questions, so you’ll be doubly prepared.

Sign Up Now

www.BreakingIntoWallStreet.com
Pssst! Here’s an “Even Better” Offer

What’s even better than the Investment Banking Interview Guide? The Interview Guide + Networking Toolkit Bundle!

With The Interview Guide + Networking Toolkit Bundle, you get these two components:

- Investment Banking Interview Guide
- Investment Banking Networking Toolkit

(Including all bonuses, expert support, immediate access and a 12-Month Money-Back Guarantee on everything...) all for just $144 (savings of $50, or nearly 25%). These two products work great together, and I promise you – they will never be offered at a lower price than this.

Click Here to Sign Up Now for the Interview Guide + Networking Toolkit Bundle